Survey, Visualise, Integrate.

IMGS Location Publisher
Web Mapping Made Easy
IMGS Location Publisher is a user friendly spatial mapping and GIS solution that is
used across the island of Ireland. This innovative solution allows organisations to add
powerful interactive maps to public and enterprise websites.

With IMGS Location Publisher, organisations can configure maps to publish spatially
referenced information organised into specific themes e.g. environment, recreation,
planning, roads etc. Organisations can also publish static information, such as asset
location and type, as well as real-time information, such as traffic congestion and
engineer location.
This modern enterprise browser based solution for the capture and publication of
spatial data can provide organisations with many benefits, including reduction in
input errors, cost savings and decreased system maintenance.
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Key Features







Fully configurable for Intranet/ Internet deployment
Interactive Mapping without programming or plug-ins
Easy-to-use Intuitive Mapping Tools
Online Data Capture Function
“Find Nearest” Services
Integrated Address and Feature Searching

Benefits






Open Source - lower software licence costs
Rapid deployment
Independent of data format (one size fits all)
No software development costs
Improved public (customer) satisfaction

Why IMGS?
We are an Irish owned mapping and geographic information systems provider
founded in 2002. We serve over 50 customers across the island of Ireland including
local authorities, government agencies, utilities and communications organisations.
The key to our success is that we stay focused on the customer and the customer’s
needs and deliver solutions to meet those needs. Customer satisfaction is our
number one priority and we work very closely with our customers to deliver a
solution that is just right for them. Our customers know that they can rely on us for
support, whenever they need it.
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